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WELCOME
Thank you for joining the
NuGrowth Community! 

I am the Loctician & Hair Care Professional
behind the scences of CurlyNuGrowth.com! 

My goal is to empower you to take control of
your loc journey— and I believe knowledge is
the key to healthy hair.  Through my blog and
hair care academy, I share hair care tips and

advice for Locs and Sisterlocks™.

In this guide, you'll learn the top 10 do's and
don'ts with hair locking to help you cultivate
healthy strong locs, while avoiding common
mistakes that are often made along the way.

Hi, I'm Jocelyn Reneé!



introduction

Chances are at one point in your loc journey
you've wondered what's the best way to care
for your locs or if you're doing the "right thing".
As someone who has been in that same place, I
know how frustrating searching for the answer
to those questions can be.

Honestly, as painfully as it is for me to admit,
there really is not an industry-wide standard
amongst Locticians for loc'd hair care, but
there are a few fundamentals that you should
know. I'll be sharing tips for at-home
maintenance that will help you avoid
overthinking and complicating a very natural
process— hair locking.

Let's start with things to avoid....



don't...

1 USE OIL TO MOISTURIZE YOUR HAIR
Oil has emollient properties, but it does not add moisture. 

2

3

4

5

SWITCH LOCKING METHODS

WEAR LOC JEWELRY TOO LONG

GO TO BED WITH WET HAIR

RETWIST IN THE WRONG DIRECTION

If done improperly interchanging methods can
cause weak spots that lead to breakage.

Longer than two weeks can cause chokeholds in the loc.

Mold and mildew can grow inside locs. Enough said.

Follow the natural direction the hair grows from the 
scalp to prevent thinning— clockwise.



do...

6 CLEANSE YOUR SCALP REGULARLY
Dandruff is an overgrowth of yeast bacteria and to 
prevent scalp issues use clarifying shampoo.

7

8

9

10

REGULAR HYDRATION TREATMENTS

KEEP YOUR HANDS OUT OF YOUR HEAD 

SLEEP ON SATIN

USE MINIMAL PRODUCTS

With or in place of conditioner, perform a hydrating
treatment at least once per month. 

The pH changes from  your hands can cause thinning
and scratching can cause breakage at the roots.

Wear a satin scarf or sleep on a satin pillowcase to
help retain moisture and prevent lint buildup. 

Products do NOT lock your hair, only patience does 
so avoid excessive use of any products. 
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